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ABSTRACT

,

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTROL IN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS;

A CASE STUDY OF GOVERNANCE IN SCHOOLS

A

This study suggests that the conceptual models we have devised to,
.

describe, analyze, adpredict behavior and events in educational
organizations are of low grade quality and not extremely useful in helping '

us solve, or even cope with successfully, the many complex.problems that
confront our public schools. . b.

r'

In response to part of this problem, a basic goal of this research
is to develop a conceptual model of school governance and decision- making
th'at highlights the semi-professional/bureaucratic interplay. An ethno-
'.graphic research methodology is used to study and diagnose the decision-
making process of selected schools: 1.

The data of the study suggest that a school is Composed of multiple
litheres of'influence each-maintaining differing degrees of decisional

ALtonomy, a semi-professional/bureaucratic interaction, formal and
'Informal power bases, coalition's that form and break apart under shifting ,

environmental conditions (e.g., placid to turbulent), a "contested zone,"
'and :a relatively informal "negotiated order," wlittl serves, among other
-things, to linkrtheyarioua spheres 'of influence into a "loosely coupled
system."

The proposed study is significant because it (1) challenges much of
the conventional wisdom surrounding how our educational organizations
'function, and (2) draws into the field of education many useful concepts
.now found mostly in literature of management sectors putside%of.education.

4
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ORGANIZATIONAi CONTROL EDUCATIONAL 'SYSTEMS;

,A CASE STUDY OF GOVERNANCE IN SCHOOLS

liManagement sci ists do not have theclUxury of treating theory like'

Cinderellats slipper,runtque to a single organization; nor like The ad
i

/

e
Woman's Shoe, encompaeting.every membef of the%sfamily of organizations.

In establishing a useful relationship between,theory and practice, manage-
,

meat 'scientists mustdevelop Treasoned "images of reality" that explain and

,predict behavior and events: These images of reality, usual ly called models.
or conceptual frimeworks, should be sensitive to the unique features of a'

unique'organizational-type (1:Lich as schools) 'that distinguish it from other

organizational-types. Accordingly, the objectives of this research are as

follows:

<
1. To diagnose the process of school governance and decisigimaking

in selected schools. Lased on this diagnosis,
,

2. to develop a conceptual framewrirk which depicts show the prOcesses

of governance and king function in'schools, Specifically, °

3. to develop 1 conceptual framework which gives special' treatment, to a

relatively unique feature foufid in educational organizatiohs, the

professional-bureaucratic interaction of teicheri and administrators.

Dectsion-making is definedpeie as the process of making choices in.
4

organizations (Simon, 1957:4). Governance is defined'as control over the

decision-making pro!it.

. . -

AUTHOR'S NOTE: Tkis papa was supported in part by an:intramural restearch
grant-from the Academic Senate of the Univetsity of California at Riverside:
Specialthargs are given to EdittiMcKen4ie and Michael Brown for'their con-
tributioni to this-work. , ,/
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The professional-bureaueratic interaction is important to issues' f%

governance and decision-making because the teachers as professionals, or

semi-pibfessionals if you will (Lortie; 1969), sense a legitimacy in claims
' 4

of first allegiancv.to the norms of the profession and to'their colleaeme,

group. In contrast, the.administratqrs as officers of the bureaucracy,

11.

bureaucrats in Weber's (1947) use ofthe term, must be loyal to the organi-
.

ration that_employ them (Corwin; 1974a:247). "In this instanfe," Lortie
41.

,`--(1969:1) writes, "the several strands of hierarchical control, collegial

ao rol, and autonomy'become, tangled and compleX.", Helping,, to untavel

these tangles is an important aspepT of this research.

It is important to note that the term "bureaucrat" is used here in it

riginal,Weberian context associated with rationality and efficiency as .

.

opposed to the popular pejorative connotation of rigidity and
0-; ,

Working in a similar-research vein, Wolcott (1977:118 -20) narrows the focus

a bit and speaks 11)

of school administrators as technocrats as oppOsed to

bureaucrats.

Conceptual "Inlages of 'Reality" 1

Since'the study of organization and administration moved frOmian art to
'4

a,science early this, century, three proposed models (sometimes called tra-

ditions or schoold of thought) have dominated the field of management: (1) .

the classiCal hierarchical model, which tends io'be'a mik of btrZhucratiC

'theory (Weber, 1947) and' scientific management, (Taylor, 1923); 'U.) the

social system modal, a derivative of the Hawthorne Studies(koethlisberger

&Dickson, 1939); and.(3) the open system model (Katz°41 Kahn, 1966). It is

important to note that these model*, tend to serve both as guidelines' for

,pradtfirtioners as they attempt to make osganizatiOns funCtl.on effectively

(4,
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3..
mad efficiently, and.as conceptual frameworks or "lensetrused by re.SearcherS

as they'attempt todiaghOse the complex socio-technical relationships found

in organizations.

The classical hierarChical model has probably been the dominant organi-

zatidnal'framewark used in trying to operate as well as analyze 'educational

systems (Callahan, 1962; Griffiths et al.f.1967; Anderson, 1968; Abbott,

1969). Clearly a school system ha numerous characteristics which suggest

it hai roots in classical organization'theory, such as: a well defined

hierarc y of authority .(board of education to'superiatendent, to principals

to teach r ), a division of labor (teachers,.~ aides, counselori), a prescribed

ordering of events (third to fourth to fifth grade),, a body of rules and

'policies/ stipulating expected and prohibited behaVior, an emphasis on dis-

ciplined compliance, and so on.

The'second'conceptual lens frequently used to understand issues of

goverdance and decision - making is the social system model whichemphasizes

the make up and ope.ration of formal and intonesl groups ehat.operate in a

semi-autonomous fashion in the internal environment of an organization._

Issues of decision-making are complicated by'the fact that the informal

social systems have their own sets otnorms, expectatiol, objectives; and

sources of power ' :(Becker, 1961; Goslin, 1965; Getsals et al., 1968;

Batas & Harvey, 1975).
t

The third conceptual lens haa us.trying to understand the operations

of schools through the perspective of contingency theory (Lawrence &

Lorsch, 1967, 1969; Da;t& Gabarro, 1972; Tyler, f973,;,. Banso kBrown,

.971), which is a derivative of open system theOrY (llarriott 6 Hodgkins,
,

19731 Bredo 4 Br4o,1975). A, distinctive feature of open systeM theViiy is

-the fOcils on the dependency relationships and exchanges between the organi-
c

1
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zation and its external environment. Schoolaare supported by and in turn

must support theaocial, political, and cultural. demands ofthe community.
1.

- As an open system, the school is seen as .linking processes of (1) inp t

(e.g.; human, materlal, constraints, expectations), (2) through put (e.g.,

teaching-learning, reward systems, socialization), (3) output (e.g.,

4

graduates, custodial control, behavioraUchipges, romantic attachments),
,

N-.-
., . I

I and (4) feedback and renewal process (e.g., information guiding decision-

Contingency

making, financial support torenew the cycle).

theo on the.other hand, concentrates its analytical

internal to the'dtganizAion (e.g., differentia-

1

tion and integration) as it seeks to modify procedures to met the chang-

focus on the adjustme

ing demands of theipnvironment of the open system. -lima; the contingency
J

perspectiVe stresses that the school requires variability in organizational

response capabilities,to cope with changing-environmental needs and demands.

The brief sketch orthese three often used "images of reality" high-
.

lights the fact that they are rooted in 'differing assumptiontabout such

critical issues as, for example, rationality and limits to rationality,

aUthority & ower, orgapizational control, incentives, and the like.
,

Graham Allison (1969:690) helpsiive focus-to the problem When he writes

that "ConcOtualmOdels both fix the peel of the nets that the analyst

drags through the material in order to explain a particular action or

decision and direct him to cast his net in selected ponds, at certain-

depths, in order to catch the. fish he Is after." Hence, ..if .educators use

the wrong conceptual lens in description, analysis and piediction or use

a "flawed" lens, they find theiselves throwing the wadi net into the

wrong pond at the wrong 'depth and catching fis they are not after (unan-

ticipated consequences). Unfortunately, we ten see these unanticipated

a,
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consequences emerge as, for exampleo innovations that fail, tension and

conflict between teachers and administrators, directives that are ignored,

and the like.

The Problem

In response to ballooning concerns about our mor-usea "images of

reality," various organization theorists have spoken out for the need to

rethink how our educational organizations mork in thi.real world. Dan

Griffiths (1977:4) speaks for many_of us when he writes:

Clearly, the way in which people view themselves and their
relations to others in,organizations has changed to the

/
point that the theories of administrative and organizational
behavior we have been using are no longer applicable. They
do not descr.ibe organizational behavior, nor do they predict
such behavior. They ignore the,basic change in authority
relationships that has been underway since World War II aiyd
that accelerated in thq early 1960s. 11

- v

At what might be called th macro level,then, Griffiths sets the
.

.

stage for the general organize oval problem which will give direction to

the development of this research. The general problem statement comes in

two 'parts: (i) puhl$c schools as organizations of our own .creation are not

particularly sensitive to the special needs and problems of clients (stu-

dents, parents, community) or responsive to the expectations of school

Officials (teachers, administrators); (2) the conceptual models we have

devised to describe, analyze, and predict behavio; andevents'are of a

low grade quality an4 not extremely useful in helping us solve, or even

cope with successfully, the many complex problems that confront our schools. '

Research Design ("
A

The data of the.research.were drawn from studies of two elementary

schools, vie middle school,.and two high schoplsfound in what will be
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% ,

c

.1
°tared the Sherwood ,$chool District which is located in a large western city.

The data were gathered using an eth9ogre6hic."observerst as participant" metho-
i

dology (Lutz & Iannaccone, 1969:1b8) irf which the researchers Could view

natural- situations in the schools after establishing bonds of confidence

with-the educators (Scott,.1965). The three researchersnvolved were viewed,

in a large extent, Is impartial onlopkers and questioners who could ask

questions regard4g matters not usually discussed among colleagues ot tea
authority figures. In this context, the researchers spent approximately six

months gathering data at,pac% of the three levels of schooling covering a

totaj. time period of approximately two years.
41

The d& 4 gathering process included intensive interviews (30 to 60

Minutes eachY, direct obseryation (faculty cafeteria, olassrooms, school
ik

meetings, etc.), and document analysis (minutes of meetings, correspondence,:

policy handbooks,efc.).

sis was the emergence and

With, descriptive data available, the key to analy=

identification of 'behavioral patterns in those data.

This paper represents a synthesis of the "component' part" studies re-

ported elsewhere (114nson, 1976; Hanson. & Brawn, 1977; Brown, 1976; McKenzie,

1977). Because of space limitations, the "raw dt" are not reported here

but and available in the original Works.. Other limitations exist. The

teacher-admfniatratot interaction was of primary importance; therefore, the

rote: of the central office officials, students, and noncertificated personnel:

I .

were recognized but given limited attention. Also, detailed attelition loth
. 4 .i

.
.

not be given here to discussing differences between elementary of secondary

leveli; only processes comnoW educational organizations will be treated.

All issues influencing school governance cannot, of course% be created.

I.

Those issues centraL to the bureaucratic-professional interaction will be

htg lighten.

I .

0
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The issue of generalization is important to any research. The argument-

;aide here is the4;,the prpcesses of decision - making but not thecOntent of
k,

decision - making can.be generalized to other educational settings. In her

words, the 24ye, decisions are made has generalizatioh value and not what

decisions are made. In a field study such as this, the vehicle of generali-

zation is the conceptual model which emerges frOm thcresearcik. The model

is then presented to the research community for testing using other metho-

dologies (e:g., experimental) in other school-community settidgl.

-

An,OverView of the Interacting Spheres Model
11.

The key organizatiOnal.characteristics of the model, referred to as the

Interacting Spheres Model (IS/4), that emerged from the data are illustrated

in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 abouehere

. The key Opponents of the model are as follows:

# ,

1. Problems emerge and decisions must follow aa the orgaae4ional.'
environment shiftd from a placid to.thrbulent,condition.

2. Problems must bd resolved in a milieu of multiple interacting
sphere influence.

3. Each sphere of influence is shaped by the needs of a specific
decision-making environment.

4. The dominant, spheres of litAmince are those4Iat.surround lee
task needs of the semi-professionals (teachers) andethe bureau-

) crats (administratorp), although the'ern-certificated personnel,
parent groups, etc. also have their own spheres of %nflpence.

5. Specific decisioda are formally or informally zoned.to differehii
spheres of influence. jr.

`64. Each sphere of influence hiis a measure of decision-making autonomy

#
(discretion) as well as idehtifi e constraints on,that autonomy.

Inr

r

t#,
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7. lormal and inforniai sacoalttions form arid break apart, within and
betWeen spheres depending on the charaiter of the particular
emergent decision to be made.

. 8. The formaland informal subcoalitions develop differing degrees
of differentiation aid integration dejendiag on the issue at hand.

P

9. Each sphere has a source of power enabling it to take action..

10. Specific decisions that fall within.tore than one, sphere of in-
fluence are in a contested zone:

11. Decisions made regarding problems within a contested zone are the
product of informal-or formal negotiation,and a negotiated order
emerges.

-1-2-:- The multiple sphered of, influence that are linked together by the
negotiated order form the basis of a'loosly coupled system.' .

.

Ar-
131 Administrators have-developed tactics illo attempt infbrmal inEeroo

ventions into the teachers' spher*of i fluence, and the teachers,..
have developed defensive strategies to defend their sphere agaihse
such outside interventions.

, -

40 ,

14. Teachers have developeitactics to attempt informal interventions
into the admihistrators' sphere,of influence, and the administra-
tors have developed defensive strategies to defend theirlisphere
against such outside interventions.

The researchers fouhd that a key,to understanding the processes of

making decisions that give direction to schools was an understanding -of the

spheres of influence.

Spheres of Influence

The first few weeks of obseriration in each sqhobl 'would typically unfold

as a confusing buzz of events, like static otk'a wireless. At any given

moment in a high school,%for example, we could find one administrator review-

ing persoirel files in the quiet of his office, a'second being verbally
.

abused by an angry pardht, and a third chairing.a.ciipis Malting of depart-
.,

1

ment heads exhorting them to get out of the behavioral objectives because,

an accreditation visita coming up shortly.

.

, .

Some of the tescheis would be found lecturing totheir students in,h ghly
,

,

e

8.

4
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.
structured settings, whin:itheis cou0 be fopmd sitting under tFees.dis-

..., '
.

cussing the

stUdy&g:in'

a
subject Oftfreday. -Studdhts could be found, for example,

adnkegclandestinely -behind the cars in the

,parking lot,,listaitneatt,ch iVely in 'tie classroom, -or:jut:standing
Pr---

around looking bOred. -

4

Some very specifip organizationaplpitterne were/immedihtely

such as buses coming and going, bells ringing of the hour, football players

turning out for practice, lunches'being served, meetings being called; role

being taken, 'and ewminations being given- Other 'patterns took. "we to.

sort out, such,as the struggle by Teachers to gain extensive participation..in the aelectiOn'of new act trafors, the drive to)improve the testing

program, or-&e struggle to obtain greater support and resources fOr, '

specific academic TA-ograms.
ti

4

We often saw teachers and administrators working together in a more or

less collaborative .fashion toward a, mole of lesadefined,goal. However, we:
-

also saw these (same groups at*times taking their own leads and working

opposition to one another and often in defiance of established school policy

noncompliance):

In short, rather: than findinf a. rationally pleaded and logically

4
executed process of or and administration controlled frgm the top,

'2

and rules (e.g., thetejection
f'4_.,1:

.

of team teaching thfough'thinly'disguised
r

..

s. of the hierarchy, we found a mixed bag of,structured and unstructured acti=

vity, formal and inf4mal prgegaures,'and controlled and foltonomoua behavior.

'One of the first m4jor research quiltions\wechad to treat was, "How is it

possible that a schdol canIunctioqwith such a set of seemingly-coordinated

asAwell as random activities'and behaviors going on alI at once?" Or, ,as

./.
one teacher so poignantly phrased the issue, "Is there really ailethod

12. 1.
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behind all this madness ?" -

0 ".
.

.

XI= data-suggest that there is a 'method," and on reflection it, appears
.4.

.10'

, .

. zif

.

quite reasonable and.understandable. In all of the schools studied we dis-

-covered the existence of spheres of influence, or whit might be called

domains or decisional zones, Although among-the many Schools we studied the

.

spheres differed in kind and content, they.d3,d exist. Visible spheres of

to

infllence were maintained at l neast by .the so el e.g.,A
- . ,. .

.x. 'secretaries, janitors, cooks), the school inist ,'gu ance'personnpl,

:
,

teachers, students, parent .groups, and central officials. Each sphere %,

maintained, relative degrees ofpower, autonomy, decision-making discZation,

legitimacy, ,and their own ill-defThed tesks

spheres of influence'Were maintained by the.
-

and'objectiles. The two dominant ,

local school administrators in4
'

teachers and these two will become the central focus of this'paper. . ler

The two doMraant sgtiereisof influ ice seem'' to'be an.organizational
.

response to a fundamental decisidn-making problem found in schools. 'Cast
'NAf

ft
,

the form of a question, "How does the schoollsimultswously provide for at

\least two very necessary and distinct decisional.wenvironmentst one/Of which

supports a rational, protrammed and consistentenVironMen ile the other

a personaliatic, unencumJfted and flexible environme On the face of it,
. ,

we might think that two' such unlikely decision -tit ing environments; (int-
, 1104

, responsive to bureaucratic needs and the other' to professional. Oteds, coul

not live together under one roof without continuously creating ittsurmoun

able groblems for 9.111.another.
.

In response to. the question, our data fell into a pattern
4

"Which 'supports . - 0,7
A .

v .
-

' .

. ,

a process identified by Dan.Lcrtie 1969:3546) as decisidnal "zoning."
6 A4

.

.Roughly speaking, each sphere ,of-ipfluence jis built around smid,rooted'in a
. , - f .\

$

A - -*

. .

decisional zone where. either h# formal, delegation, itbformal assumption, or
,

.
.

. , .
.

13
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'traditional dominion a specific. group tends to control the choices which

take place in that.zone. Decistonal.zoning establishes conditions which

Inauence the processes ot governance and decision-baking in schools.

Numerous reaearchets (cf.,,Lortie, 1975; Pellegrin, 1975) have observed

that the primary activities and responsibilities of administrators and

teachers serve as the basis of zoning. The, administrator's primary con-

cerns revolve around school-wide issues while the teachers tend to devote
.

.

their energies to the classroom. .Charles Bidwell (1965:976-9771 Writes
- -

. ,

thkt "the'looseness of system structures and the-nature of the teaching

task seen to press for a professional mode of school system organization,

while demands for uniformity lef product and the long time span over which

cohocs of students are trainee press for rationalization of activities

and thus for a bureaucratic base of organization."

A professional modelof organization which impacts on the governance

process has sfte unique features which Set it apart from a bureauciatiC

type: Professionals, for example, (a) have authority limited to theN
.1

narrow area of expertise, (b) have autonomy over their own decisions, (C)

have higher loyalties to the values andlexpectations of their prOfession

than to those espoused by the organization that employs them, (d) control

the admissibn, sanction, add evaluation of those who aspire to Or are, within

the profession, and -(e) hav, stress placed on goal achlIvement, client

orientation, and theuniqueness of the clients' problems rather thamon

techniCal efficiencytask orientation, and the uniformity of clients'.

problems (Blau & $gOtt, 1962;s0yrwin, 1965)._

At this point the researchers felt that the hospital.model of decision- '

making might provide an acceptable substitute to the classical hierarchical

model so often used to characterize schools. 1A4Hall '(1954:459) observes,

14.
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' the hospital supports twolauthority stroctores;\oe the administrative,side .

it e4ends from the superintendent down through various sections such as

nurse superiiisers, the kitchen, the housekeeping' staff; the accountants,

dud r.'. provides a system of orders, and of accountability from the top-
.

to he bettom of the organization. On the other hand, the hierarchy of-the

doctors stands completery outside this structure. The doctors have their,

own hierarchy. . . Nonperson in .the administrative hierarchy gives commands

to o-qedical 'staff members.
'

After examining our data we concluded that while the au structures,

model is attractive because of its ability,to accommodate the diverse re-
..

. quirements of professionalism simultaneously with those of bureaucratic

management, it is weak for Our p sesbecause the tasks of administering

a hospital are different at key points_from,those'of adeihistering schools.

The basis of authority for hospital administratow does-notcut actoss the

professional norms and responsibilities of medical experts. However, school

administrators are evaluators of teacher behil.ior and'thus are required to

intrude'into professionally guarded areas of teacher expertise. Also, the

degree of professional status and expertise for teachers is not taken for

granted' by administrators as it is for doctors in hospitals: Consequently,

the clear-cutdual supervisory structure and degree of specialization found

, inhospitals are not replicated in the school setting. We iound ourselves

agreeing with Lortie (1969) when he characterized teachers as semi-profea-

. sionals rather than professionals. Hende, our research problem took on the

dimensions of buildtg a semi-professional decision-making model for schools
.

which fell somewhere between the.classical hierarchical model acid 'the hospital

model. c
It is important to note that the zoning process laid the basis of pre-

15,
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dictability,betwells the teachers and the administrators. Although in each

school the inclusive character of thezones differed to some extent, general /

Undertapdinis existed on the part of all parties (teachers, administrators,

students, janitors, etc,) with'regard to "the way we do things around here."

New arrivals to any one school were .quickly,socialized through.such means as

faculty meetings, teacher handbooks, conversations with "old hands;" and the.

like. Mo'st of the school personnel admitted to the researchers that "after

.a few weeks around here, there

'spheres oynfluence)korms Vhe

are few surprios. " Hence, the
c -

basis of predictability between

existence of

teachers and

administrators and thus funcionsas a conflict reduction mechanism that

permits the tasks of scholini to be carries out acre smoothly

The existence of spheres ?f influence suggests the presen e of decisional
- p

discretion or autonomy.. The next research-question becomes: "In the Sherwood

Schools, what are the organizational characteristics which contribute to the

presence of autonomy within a given sphere of inflince?"

Autonomy Within Spheres
1

Accordingl\to Katz (1968:18); autonomy "refers to the independence of

subunits 'of an organization from control by other parts of the organizatioft
.

or even by the who le orgUnization." Autonomy, however, does not mean

license. In the Sherwood Schools, the teachers and administrators were

.,

quit clear d articulatelabout those decisions upon,whichthi214skt they

they could act independently and those where they felt they need4 to con-

.

..-

sult on or share the act of .ehnice. Rather than "blanket and rm autonomy" within
) , ,

. . ,
the separatidomatns of teachers and administrators, it is more appropriate

. .
/ 4 ,

to spe* of "Pockets of autonomy," each differing iddembership (e.g., hi tory
.

\

teachers, football coaches), freedom from outside intervention, and levesopnd

4,
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limits of discretion (e.g., coaches have more discretion on the football
er

field than history' teachers in the classroom)1

The degrees of autonomy within each sphere of influence in general, and

within each-pocket of autonomy specificallly, were constrair6d by'limits imposed, .

for example, by the state legislature (e.g.', books must be selected from

_ 'et4 approved lint), the court' system (e.g., no, prayer in,the classroom), the

school board (e.g:eindividualized instruction is the only. acceptable teach-

ing mode), and the principal (e.g., "All teachers must be inJthe classroom'

by 8 a.m. "). In some, instances the limits to autonomy were fixed and in-
_"

flexible, such as the requirement for teachers to take roll in each class,

and at other times flexible and subject to interpretation, such as the

degree to'Which behavioral objectives were actually used to guide classroom

instruction.

.4
Once all the formal constraints to autonomy were treated, the teachers

still did not feel they had complete freedom to act in an unrestrained

fashion. Their sense of the norms of the profession seemed to estab-

lish limits to acceptade behavior, inlvirying degrees of course, with
.

teachers. Also, in the Sherwood Schools we fdund the principals to be

significant forces in determining the scope of aptonOmy. The

principal in the who usually 144 andis the directired

r . . constraints -

coming
.

.

down from the central offidt, the state-legislature 3 and re icy, etc.

. .

School administrators also reported on a network of constraintivi;hich
6* :"
e ili., .

limitedtheir own domains. These constraints ranged from the legal to-the

t

psychological variety; Tbey'spoke of limits placed byt to

lawsacCreditation teams,.budgete,district policy,'coimunity expectations,

teacher needs,-federal grant requirements, health and safety codes, court

decisions, and the like. .

.r
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Applications of Power r
, /

* Power is the ability.of.one mitt to 'influence or iMpoSe its will'upon

. _

another unit (Kaplan, 1964:13-14). Because a specifiaNgrOup has autonomy

oversa'specific set'of decisioni-doei not necessarily mean that the source'
. .

. .. .

of that autonomy is some sort of power (dorwin, 1974b:257). The autonomy

P f

can be rooted in, for example, the isolation of the classroom' or delegation

.
from the principal. The schooladministrators were often seen actively pro-

.

tecting and nurturing the autonomy of.teachers because-the administrators -

seemed to be aware that through'this autonomy the mission of the schook.was

being carried out--"tdaching kids." '1'

However, the application of power also contributes at times to the

,

source of teacher'autonomy.' French and Raven (1959) identify five basesof

power, all of,which were found operating in-the Oands_of teachers and adlinis-.

trators in the 'Sherwood Schools.. Illustrations of teacher power sources are
.

t
4 , .

. .
. .

as follows: (1) legitimate power (sometimes called authority), derived from '

the hierarchy and directed mostly atstudents 1"me will have a test on

Ftiday").; (2) coercive power, threats to go(directly to the board of educa-

tion or the newspapers' withAL,com0.aint, C3) expert power, specialized

academia knowledge, (4) reward power, expressions of-praise or appreciation,

(5) referentpaWer, charismatic or friendship behavior with which others can

identify. .

. 0 .

-'
IA short, the researchers fohnd that teachers and'adainistratila tend..

; ,
- 4 J

.

to make decisions within inlet might be described'as "protected pockets of

. .
autonomy.," These pockets Are incorporated in decision-meking spheres of

;.., k. ..

inflvence. the siheres= and pockets of autodomy have limits placed upon.
r

. .
'.. them by a network of donsttaints. The sources autonomy can be rooted in

7
,

either the formal hierarchical siructure,vork mime isolation, or the

1, .

18
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Informal application of pdwer.

II

Given the existence of spheres 'of 'influence, thenext research question
.,

. ,

.

Becothes: :What are the' types. decisinni Oat are made by'th bureaucrats'

.16
ti

and the semi-profesiionale in, it Own 'domains?"

t - ,%
4 '1.1.

,Decision- Making Categories ') :
i s

0 '-' Y

' . , `J .
..

. 10, , , '.

.

The researchers identified five categories ofdecisions being made in
.-..r.,

,
. ../the Sherwood Schools. " ,

.'1. .. ,s. . 4 . . . .

, .

' 1. Allocationtlebieforia the 'distrititltion of human '.and -material
.

el,
. r esourt es . 'In ' the ',school. , Ir. . . :

I. , ....to. .A,, .,!1.
. .' ,

e.... Securipr Daciilotts:., ill* Preaervatioilof phys'ical, and psythorol-
. -4cal safety of faiult4,an

I-
oUsetudente.:;

. :!
A . a 0

-3. touadaiy becisinns:
the.

tleterminatiosl of who salt rols the passage
of Materials, ,idfOrtnatiollk and 'people fred2oneillimain to, another

, - 'within the school Wbetigeem the acstri,o1-, aad.the commiunity.
%,.. 4 ,

,.,
. - , %

.

.

Eva/Uationjaeoiyas:. ;hi paaAla-of 'yudgment o( the quality df
perTorMaace (teacher of etudent), , :

.

5. Insiidaio'nel Defsibni: , tie* dderM*nakion 'of ,lass om teaching-
1earning processes. awl% .

,

..cbatent.. ; ,
-

. .

A close l'Apection

:

:of e :category' in he Sherwood :SChoPls :reVealed
-- .

' . . , ., "e-.

, 4 I f

4.

that some' decisions wit h41.,\.ag yen tategory basically within the'1 .#

44 ,*

4 , , r *

administrators' ,spheret.Crftl:uinCe, titters fell wittiia the ,teechetit sphere
.

. ,

:and others fell within the oveilpp aiea Wes Caitled ate:."contested zone" (as'
- . 5

illustrated iii Figure 1). The 'Inatirial dealing yith decisfonal 'catftgclries

reported in this',0estiom of the Paper was -drawn principally from tile, high
.

.

schools, although the same categories weteoalso foUnd iti the lower 'griede 0
, # . . : .

. ... ..

Examples-of' the five categories, son e bflihtch had sUbeategorie, ate,"pre-
.

. seated ilrFigure12..
'

No attempt is bade ,in this paper to identify all the,
. .

. -
JP 4.., i ,

decisions_ found in each}, sphere, only a single example is, Presented its an .

`

illustration. . (For a .complete 'prebentation of decisions is all categories
.

19.
Jr
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Having examined .categories of decisions, the research questions be-
,

comes: ' "Do the'teachers or administrhtors act in concert on decisions

falling -ithin their own sphere of influence?"

11.#4

\Subcoalitions Within Spheres of Influence

As. depicted thus far, a school isfmade up of.afferingdecistonal

;environmentsthat form the`')1 ses of spheres of'influencet However, even

within their own domains,"the teachers or administrators in the Sherwood

'Schools typitally were not observed as acting in concert. Instead, they

could be seen acting in small-groups (sonletimes'merging iWto 1 9rger groups). .

*

Which would seydggle to achieves some objective (e.g.', "We twist improve our

relations with parent's," or "We' need more bilingual teachers").

Providing.instght 'into this perspective, Cyert and March (1963:27),

write, "Let us view the Organization as d coalition. It is a coalition of

7 /

individuals, some of them organized ihto,subcoalieions." The subcoalition.'

. .members can usually be identified Over a specified, relatively' brief,,
. . I.

. . ._

'period of time or for a particular decision. Over amore extended period

of time, Cyert and March argue, we, can usually identify certain. classes of

. ,
, -

. , .

decisions that are treated by qhgoing sUbcoalitiOns. .

These eubcoalitions seem to sharewith one another only. those'amBiguous,-

goals which act as public flags with great symbolic value. Goals such as'

.
.00r

.."to develop an awareness of the valUes inherent in*Our-democritic society
I

and loyalty to ite, underlying principles" serve as symbolic cement which

. . . ,

. .-

'4%
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holds the organization together. In an inforritaf sense, however: the

researchers observed the subcoalition members,-Bstplishing their own

iriorities based on their own tnterpretatidn of dominant needs

. ,

client, community, teacher, school, etc4. In,any given school the

researchers might observe, for example, tie group of teachers trying to

Vligic the reading program, aecond concerned with inuoving working con-
_

ditions, and a third trying to block changes in the testing program. The

act on school policy and procedures by, the different subcoalitionS

differed due to a number of variables, such as the alliances any given'

subcoalition -could form, the extent of outside pressure existing in support

or opposition to the goal of the,subcoalition,thevisibility of the issue,

and the relative powerof the subcoalition.

After identifying the.presence of various subcoalitions-in.the Sherwood
,

1

SchOOls, the researchers set out to-understand the nature of their organiza-

tion and the role they play in the decision-making process. Information con-

cevning these issues are reported in the next section and will he drawn

princiwilly from the elementary school-level.

,Formally Organi;ed Subcoalitions

At the elementary and secondary school, levels, the researchers (ound.
.

formal and informal' subcoalitions which were organifed around long standing

"durabte interests" ("We are aftsys loOkink for way's to build strong com-

munity relations") or episodic "troublesome issues" ("It hit the fan last
. .

.week regardiAga reading assignment"): 'We found the subcoalitiona generally

had'focaa, task direction, an ldentigiable membership (although some members

were rather fluid in participfttion), arough but generally, understood set of

norms and expectations,a sense of legitimacy, sources of power, and a set'

21



of constraints limiting the arena of action.

,

At the elementary level, for example', we typically found three types

,of formally organized'subcoalitionst, the lower grade teachers, who were
,

concerned primarily with the formation of Itudent-role norms and social

values; the upper grade teachers, who were primarily concerned with the
.

formation Of basic skills; and the standing committees, such as the

guidance committee.and the student activities committee. At the elementary

level there usually weren't enough administrators to form formally organized

subcoalitions, but such groups could be found at the high school level.

These formally organized subcoalitions played active roles in the life of

their schools, meeting more or less on a regular basis and making choices

on issues that involved their specified decision-making domains.

Informally Organized Subcbalitions

Gross and Trask (1960:173-74) have pointed out that:
r '

. . . important value issues arise over such questions as
the respective responsibilities of the home and the school,
the definition of a "good education,° the teaching of moral
values, the school's obligations to typical and atypical
children,'and the questioning of the status quo. On each
of these and other value questions; there may be contra-

,dictory points of view among school personnel and between
school personnel and the community,

In the SherWood Schools, informal-subcoalitioni could beseen forming around .

these "contradictory points of view." Unlike the formal subcoalitions, the

informal systemA had an ebb and flow qualtpbout them. For '4 time anin-

formal pubcoalitiou would be highly visible, influential, and active; and

then drop from sight only to return again at &ater date. Informal sub-(

coalitions seemed to emerge where formal subcoalitions were unwilling,

,

unprepared; unstructured, or unauthorized to serve as the-advocate or

problem solving vehicle for a troublesome is ..

22
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. The researchers often observed teachers banding together in a small

alliance to fight for or againdt such things as the implementation of a

central office mandated.instruttional program, or an atte(apt by an outsider

teacher association to influence decision-makingpat the'school sites. At
a

times subcoalitions would form_and clash with one another on opposite sides

of an issue. (For a more detailed analysis of4trtally and informally

lkorganized subcoalitions see'McKenzie, 1977: Ch. 4.)

:'''' The types of informally organized aubcoalitibniLwhich played an active

part in shaping processes of school governance and decision-making'ire,as

follows.

Mini-Teams. These teams, usually composeirof an informal alliance of

two or three teachers, typically formed to treat a specific emergent prohlem.
.

or task and dissolved when it had been resolved or the participants tired of

the effort. Mini-teams were often observed doing things as developing new

curricular units, writingebehavioral objectives, or pressuring the principal

for more resources.

Administrative-Oriented Alliances. Frequently issues would surface

Which placed in direct confrontation in a position held by the majority of
A

teachers and the position held by administrators; such as a problem dealing

with the appropriate use-of teacher planning time, the unionization of
'"

Teachers,-or the need for increased articulation between aciotemic programs.

On those issues where administrators were taking a strong position, an

alliance of administrators and those teachers who had dspiration% of becomr

ingadminisfrattirs would often form as a temporary subcoalition.

' Equal Education Opportunity Subcoalitions. Each school had an/informal

subcoalition °realized around an identification with special, concerns about

thh ethnic minority6communities. The subcoilitions became active when

such issues arose as the need for subject materials treating Black or

'12 3
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4
Chicano hiitory, the consequences of.student tracking, or.the importande of

4

hiring more minority teachers.

OuterrDirected Teacher SUbcoalitions. A subcoalftion of teachers would

often emerge and become active wheat "Outside", (e.g., central office, district-

wide, teachers' union) issues would emerge, such as salariesand benefits,

teacher selection, teacher evaluation, or,additional time demands on after

school activities.

Teacher- Pedagogical Alliances. MOst schools had 'informal teacher alli-

ances based on shared beliefs about teaching: These subcoalitions wire

organized around a Philosophical-pedagogical orientation regarding What

'should be.taught in schools and how it should be taught. In specific, the

researchers frequently encountered conservative-essentialist teachers band-
,

ing together and arguing about.such things as declining academic standards,

the need for more basic education, and a stricter approach to student dis-

cipline. The liberal-progressive teacher subcoalition; on the other hand,

pressed concerns pertaining torsuch things as the negatiye efts of
=Om

"classifying" students through test scores, the needfor "relevant and

meaningful" educational experiences, and the importance of building a

sense of self-discipline within the students (as oppose) to externally

0
enforced discipline).

Administrator- Specialist- Teacher Alliances. Temporary alliances of

specific teachers, administrators, and bspecialigis would sometimes emergb.

These allifinces were typically formed as'a base from which to influerice the

central office regarding problems which affected the whole school, such as

a pending program funding cut, or the need to obtain additional specialized

teachers.

The list of formal and-informal subcoalitions identified here is not

24
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all inclusive nor weze these same subcoalitions found idevery school. The

Significant point is that specific, identifiable subcoalitions representing
. .

specific intetests were found in all.sehools. Some "of .these subcoalitions

were relatively,enduring while others formed and broke apart withthe rise

sold decline ofepecific,issues.' Also, interestingly enougl* specific

0
administrators and teach s would at times form informal alliances that

I .

would-bridge their own sp eres o f influence to tackle an emergent school-
/

Wide ptoblem.

wirk respect to the process of governanceand decision-making,'the next

signifidant question hecomei:. "How does themixof foiMal and informal sub-
,/

-coalitions serveto retard or propel the school in its - intended direction ?"

Differentiation and Integration of Subcoalitions

Open system theory, in contrast, to. cladsical hierarchical theory and

\, social system theory, placei special emphasis on the dependency relatioq-
.

ship an organization has with its surroueding environment (Katz & Kahn;

.1966). Contingency theory, an extension of open isystem theory, stresses

that shiftifIg external and/Or internal environmental demands requites an

organization to be !flexible enough to adapt its own_structures and pro-

tease's to meet the new demands (Lawrence & Lorsch,'1967, 1969):,.
4

Thus, . as the environment of a' school moves' from placid, to turbulent

(Emery & Trist, 1965) on, any given issue,-such as declining reading scores,

increased truancy, or decreasing-tax revenues, a corresponding shift must

at a

111

takS place in the school's activities to treat the'requirements of the new

trend. For example, when one of the high schools of our study detected'a

demographic shift in its community, and hence in the student population (open

-system theory), the content and procedures of the guidance program wereb25
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o ' .

modified accordingly (contingency theory) to provide the desired new%ser.

vices more effectivelV.

. - 4e
According to the lorrAcepts of contingency .theory, if an organization is

.,,

to have a capability totrespoqd reedilY'to changing environmental demands,

- . .
4

it must be coliposed of subunitsLe.g., departments; subs ystems, subcoali-.,
A .

dtions) tit are both diffeentfated andintegrated. Differentiated sub-

systems.(subcoliMions) work do different problems or different part of the

same problem the Organization has encountered. Each subsystem has itsownl

taSks (e.r.cobtain fe0eral grants, improve learning diagnostic capabilities),

its own 'rime frame (44.4 long term, short term), and its own structural-
,

cliaracteristics.(e.g., formal-or-.informal sanctions, work norms).

In?egration refers to the quality and intensity of the collaboration

that exiarlibetWeen the subsystems that are necessary to achieve a relative .

unity of effprt that facilitates a successful response to a changingrenviron-

ment. Close integration df.subsyslems usually requires such organizational

characteristics as multi-directional communication channels, flexible leader-

ship styles, decentralized decision-making. Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) have

found in their studies that those organizations which exhibit ;IL high order of

differentiation and integrapioh among subsystems were more effective in

adjusting their activities to

.

Only in recent years has

into the field of education

meet the reqUirements of a shifting environment.

contingency theory made itsinitial inroads

(Tyler, 1973Derr & Gabarro, 1972, Hanson &

BillOwn, 1977). The data of our research suggest that in schools where the
. '4

I

subcoalitions are not integrated in any meaningfulwoy, but tend to work
, -

,

against one. other, the schools make minimal Progress toward resolving their
..,,,,.

special problems.- In one o the secondary' schools, for example, two strong

40

.pedagostcal alliances emerged'imong teachers of different edagOgicar per-

26,
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su2sions regarding a's hool policy pertitting unstructured student time. The

two sUbcoalitiOne cl hed over the policy for such'a petiod of time,fhat

meaningful test df the conceptwas never carried out.

Howev4the researchers encountered many situatidn whdre the formal

P

...

and informal subcoalitions became highly differentiated and integrated and'

,responded successfully to a very intense environmental pressure. Such Was

. - . ,

the case.with efforts to
,

initiate. an individualized instruction program.
' Nwir, .

..

When the pcilicy of implementill individualized instruction was announced,

various formal and informal subcoalitions took charge of different parts of
. .

the task. One mini-team took arleadership role" in developing behavioral

Sbjectives, a multicultural. subcoalition worked on individualized 'learning"-

experiences for minority gtoup children, the specialists worked outstu 3 eta

evaluation programs, ihe'central office specitilists held workshops for

teachers, and parent'groups were invited to participate in program planning
.

and clasitooth activities.
I

I*-tlerms of Contingency theory-as iereflects on the idplementation of.

e.

the individualized instruction program; the various subcoalitions became

highly integrated and differentiated. In fact, it might be said that -the

vatiouseqhcoalitions joined to form alauch.larger coalition that drew

.

. together in'a cooperative effort most of the administratots, apedielists and.%. .
teachers.

It is

typically

grad of

0

imporiOnt to note, that the leadership roles of theprilicipals

ayed importantjparts in the level -s of differeitiation'and in:te-

bcOalitions achieved in s ools. Theoresearchers concluded

.

. 0 ),
4 ..

that those.school administrators who moat knowledgeable about the ..jel 10
. 144--

00. 4.._
informal coalition') and could work thrUngh them instead of- against theiliVt:." .: ,

..,t.
''',014.'

r

. .,
tende&to have the most success in idpletenting therwacademic..pro ,

.

i
,,,/ ,

I? ..:-; '

. _ft ...
,

.
.., k, _ ....,

.. ..
t L.:0. - 4,*...

..
.

..- , .. t 1 40
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In short, these administrators were able to build a large coalition out
. . ,

af several smaller Subcoalitions.

Granting the existence of bureaucfatic and semi-professional spheies

of influence in schoop,,the question becomes: "How are those decisions

made where these two spheres of influence overlap?"

The Negotiated dfder

The spheres of influence do not, of course, come at neatly separate
t

entities. As Figure 1 illustrates, a conaider.able amount ofoverlap

'exists between the spheres and this area is referred to as the "cont ted

zone." Figure 2 illustrates the type of decisions that fall in the co -

p

tested zone, ranging from setting the master schedule to campus supervision.
'`f -""

Key issues with respect to the contested zone revovle around such

questions as: how decisions are made, how collaborative actions are structured

/.
and ho4 problems are salved., A process must-be worked out which insures a-

rblatilitly clear understanding' by all-parties regarding what'huit be done,

/110 t4' do it,. and when, The process mul insure minimum levels of con-
* , . -

*,fact and thus insure sufficient order "toget the job done."

.,The hospital literature is useful in providing some insight into this

-important issue because hospitals also have a'"contested" zone between pro-
. ,

fessionals and bureaucrats: In a case study by Strauss-et al. (1963) they

write that in the contested zone P. . OrofessOnals and nonprof ionals

are implicated together in a gzsat web of negotiation." 'Thus when a problem

1

flares up . . a complicated process ,of negotiation, of bargaining, of ,

a

give-and-take necessarily begins," and the authors refer to the outcome as

the "negotiated order."
T,

.

, . . .

The nego4iations in ochobis are informal rather than formal Aillvirtually
.

/

4
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everyone participates'articipates When their interests are involved. When a troublesome

situation arises for an individual or group, they seek to spin a network of
off '

1

negotiation around it. Teachers negotiated with administrators for a dif-

ferent approach to handling t ugh discipline cases, administrators negotiated

with teachers for more parent contact, students negotiated with teaphere,for

less homework, teachers negotiated with janitors for replacing a burntout

liOtbulb now instead of tomorrow, deparrent chaifEersons negotiated with

office secretaries fot typiAg a specific letter ahead of all the others

waiting on the pile, and so one

The agreements' madam the contested zone were usually temporary and

---
fragile; subject to renegotiation the next time the same issue surfaced.

Because of the constant flow of small and large tasks that emerged in the

contested zone, the teachers sad administrators were constantly shilking

their energies and efforts to new problems and negotiations that enabled

'4"-,'; them to get through each day. The end product of the ongoing negotiation

process was to'bring 'in acceptable degree of order and stability to a zone

0 of potential -disruption and .discord.

Loosely Coupled Systems

/

An addl.tional concept that helps provide insight into the negotiated

order is Karl Weick's (1976) notion of "loos* coupled systems." Weick

(1076:3) writes that the concept

e. . intends to convey the image that coupled events are
responsive, but that. each event alio preserves its own:
identity and some evidence of its physical or logical
separateness. 'lhus,41in the case of an educational organi-
zation, it may be the case'that the counselor's Office is
loosely coupled to the principal's office. The image, is-
Aisat the princ4pal,and the counselor are somehow attached,
but that each retains some identity and separateness tnd

'thit their attachthent Aay,be'circumscribed, infrequent,
weak in its mutual.effects, unimportant, and/or slow to

respond. , 4, .
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As,pointed out earlier in this paper, the separate spherei of influe ce

, *
_

. IV
maintain degrees of autonomy aad decisional discretion. Thus, The sciheres

have=at times "loose coupling4" which suggests they are tied together

weakly or infrequentty Uith qualified interdependeAce.

The-researchers 'observed that a large'mealure of-the coupling takes

gplacin theContestig zone of the school and the, firmer (clearly estab- 1

lishedand'agreed Upon) the negotiated order the tighter the coupling and

* vice verst. 'The researchers found-that thktightness in the intersphere

coupling between the teachers and the administrators varies in specific
A

situations,''and frequently the membership of thehe two bodies find them-. ,-

selved acting in concert where they might normally act with relative

(4

autonomy.

Primary situations signaling a tightening of tife intersphere coupling

sor are as follows: (1)wheh responding to legal decisions, such as modifications

in the language programs in accord-with new state laws; (2) under conditions

of crisis, such as the time the new sex education program in a-secondary

school same under fire from an active group of parents; (3) in situations

AU where-outside evalUation-is eminent, such as the pending arrival of an

'accreditation team; (4)whewthe-potential for,a negative community reaction

exists, such as the careful selectioa.of instructional materials so that

they do.not of d any ethnic population;' and (5) when time 'is extremely

/ limited./such as did' approach of a federal grant apilication deadline.

Given the lack of,e7comeand structure" bridging the.aemi-professional-

b4.bureaucratic interface, the question 'ecomes: "Are.thi teachers and adminis-
,-

It:-
, . _

--

trators 011ing to g rile another complete discietidg;Of action in their

, .
.

own sphere of influence?

. 4 . /
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The researchers found that just because the administrators could not

directly control many decisions -and activities' that fell within the

teachers' sphere of influencel,by no means did the administrators give up

trying to influence them indirectly. Administrators and teachers in all of

the schools had developed what might be called tactics of informal manage-,

meat; some of which were direct and open while others were indirect-and sub

rose.

.'Administrators Informally Managing Teachers. As anillustration of

management tactics,,some administratorsowspe very adeptat manipulating the

teachers wise of an abstract concept theywcalled "Professionalism."-Adminis-

trators were often heard telling teachers that "you should not -do 'that

because it is not the.profeslional thing to or "we must start -doing (X)

activity in the cleo400R because it is blest for kids," or "the parents want

it." When the teachers' accepted the adminisirators"abtaract definitiOn of
4

the situation, then they were responding to informal control procedures.
A

In
w 4 /other words, the administrators' had devised informal means of tightening th?

coupling betweeti the spheres of-influence.

Aaministrators from time to time informs influenced teachers by

subtle and Sometimes unsubtle reminders of the teacher evaluation process.

Also, administrators generally were "keepers of intrinsic rewardi." By

selectively praising some teachers in open gatherings of faculty members,

the administrators were 'frequentlyable to direct others seeking-such
.

rewards in a desired direction.

Teathers_laormalIyManaging Administrators. 'teachers in the SherwOod

Schools were also observed using informal tactics of managing administrator

31
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behavior., At times it would be veryiltdramatic, sucH as a single teacher
. -

asking the Principal for additional resource& for a 4:specific class. At

other times-, however, it could get very dramatic, such as when a group of

,teachers marched into the principar's office and demanded a greater voice

in the selection of new persohnel and threatened to march down tothe central

office and see the superintendent if they did not get their way.
,,

. A Oommon occurrence was for teachers to form coalition* among subgroups

and then take collective stands on an issue in faculty mefiygs. 'The sense
.

of unanimity amokm teachers often made a convincing improapin brithe

administrators, Edwin'Bridges (1970:12) has captured the estenie:,of the
0

tactics of ihfprnial management .with his discussion of the administrator' as

a "pawn" of subordinates; He describes three such condition4: (I) pawn
, ,

withouawhis knowledge, (2),;pawn against his 'All, and (3) pawn by choice.

Howelier/ attempts at informal management between spheres of influence
r ,

,

were not always. well received, and fre4uently the members of each sphere

found tftmeelves actively protecting their domain from outside intrusion.
.

Teacherc_Defendidz Their ;maids

As Figure 1 illustrates; the teachers often made conscious efforts to

protect their sphere of influence.' Corwin .(1973:10) observes:

The.profeesional,eme140e . . . denies principle that
,,his work 41wilys must be supervised by ad nistratdrs and
Controlled by laymen. Because of his training, pressures
from.his colleagpes, end his dedication to clients, the
professionally oriented person considers himself competent'
enough to control'his own work. Hence, he sometimes must
be dfsobedtent toward his supeTvisors precisely in order

' to improve his proficiency and to'cuantain standards of
client welfaee--especially if there `Are 'practices that
jeopardize the best interests of students.

Depending on whether the teachers viewed the admihistrators' attempts.

at intervention as consiatentAlth their own objectives, individuals and

,
. .
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"
subcOalitions of teachers tended to form in support or opposition to the

intervention. Tag ca of teacher resistance titugh argument typically
.

-
. fell into the foliating patterns: (1)professionaltsm, "We know what is

,

best for our kids," (2) past success,. "I have been successfully using my

technique forifteen years and see no reason to chilt now," (3) predicted

failure, "We know several schdols where that was tried and It didn' work;,

(4) planning time,le would need considerable released time to prepare for

this; and (7) added cost, "We would iequire a it of expensive equipment for

0
such a project.'!

One of the more interesting defensive'tactics used by teachers the

researchers called the "pocket veto." The concept of pocket veto is used

betause it becomes manifest through inaction, in other words, a lack of

response to requests or mandates for action or.change. Many teachers were

magnifiNt in making/it appear as though they were in complete support of

an administrator's formal or informal intervention While all the time they

were ignoring its.:4ry Intent. It is important toinote that these teacherd

..)typically were not lazy or incompetent; they genuinely saw themselves as the

guardians of the classroom and had to hold the line' against what they con-

sidered to be fads and "classroom gimmicks" that enjoy a short buist of

popularity across the country and then fade away.

Corwin (1974a:218) identities a wider range of tactics that have betome

associated with the teacher militancy movement, and they include ". . . poli-

tical lobbying, campaigns in school board municipal elections, public criti-
.

cism of bodrds of education, day-to-day disputes with - administrators, resig-

nations, work slowdowns, professional holidays, masa ce:ignations,

iag signed ontraots; and blackliisting of unco4Zitivg school districts."

*33
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. , c
The res'archters-found that diff$rent school administrators died dif-

re
ferent protective tactics-for defending their domain's, but all did in fact

employ same tactics. Administrators had one advantage over teachers in

that administrators could diiectly,say Po.tothe teachers' requests., The
111-

formal hierarchical roles of, administrators permitted that type of respOnse.

However, administrators seemed to avoid erect negative responses to the

teachers' requests, Because administrators asuallyiyanted to appear suppor-

tive of the teachef role whenever possible.

The adminiitrators' tactics of defending their domains against a per-
_

ceived outside intrusion attempt (e.g., proposals, 'demands) fell into th

following patterns: (1) ignore it, decide not to decide and hope the

1 posal dies a natural death; (2) delay it, leave the proposal off the agehda

of .the fatulty meeting; (3) itudy'it,fbrm a study committee and pack it

with sympathetic members; (4) buck-it, pass the Buck upward and claim the

superintendent won't support'such a proposal; (5) publicly_support it,

privately use a pocket Veto.

As was the case with the teachers, im4...ild.mg anions Its these, .the

administrators were generally not seen by themselves, or, the researchers,

as unmotivated or self-seeking. They typically had in Mind what they c9n-
,

sidered,to be in the best-interests of the school.

v

Conclusion

If

With respect to contemporary issues of school governance, Corwin (1974a:

238-39) has observed: s
I r

Most administrafOrs were trained in an era when the problems
of classroom teaching could be reduced ,('ao it was thought)
to the psychology of .individual learners and when the centre
administrative problems seemed t' resolve around efficient
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internal' management. The current genetation of teachers,
by, contrast, has,been reared in a sociological era charac-

- terized by rapid social change and group conflict. Adminis-,
tration has become largely a matter of managing an increas-

iniancomplex balance of forces from outside,as well as from.

the schools. Many school administra ors still in
positions of authoiity today are not traine to cope with
these problems.

Corwin's view.edds to the argument that our conceptual fram4Works are

proving to be less than satisfactory in their utility toward useful descrip-

tion, analysis, and prediction of behavior and events in educational organi-'

za5ions.

This paper has resulted in the construction of an organizational model .

which draws useful concepts and ideas from the three conventional frameworks

ofclassicai-ht-Wirchical theory,social system theory, and open system/con-

.tingency theory. Specific 'Ettention is givgn to-the interaction of the
aw

bureaucrats and semi-professionals in schools.

The piocess of decision- making is a derivative of many forces end takes.

place in many sectors of the"school. It takes place as a unilateral activity

conducted in the confines of sheltered spheres of influence. It
1,

Also takes plice as the product of informal negotiations where there is an

overlap of interests between the bureaucrats and semi - professionals.

Within the spheres of influence there are formal-subcoaLitions which

have their own objectives, members, norms, sources of power and, senses of

legitimacy. As the school'sAnvironment shifts between placid and ttitbu

A.

lent, problem situations arise and different subcoalitions emerge to involve

themselves in the ensuing decision-making. Sometimes several subcoalitions

_become differentiated and integrated as they take on a problem, and, at other

. -

times they directly or indirectly combat one another. At times administrator

and teacher subcoalitions join forces in making decisions, and thus bridge
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the separate spheres of influence,while at other times they go their'

separate ways. The principal, by his or her awareness and skill, seems to

be a key figure in whether or not the subcoalitions are moved toward dif-

ferentration and integration or whether they simply go their own ways.

Hence, school governance', defined.as the control over the decision-
*

making.process, certainly is'not the product of a hierarchy. Rahter,

. school gov#rnance seems to have coalescent and disjunctive qualities at.the

extremes. At times control over decision-making seems to be'dominated by

administrators or teachers or both (within their domains) or shared (in the
I

contested zone). In this sense governance,seems to be coalescent--the work

gets done, differentiation an4 integration exist between subcoalitions, and

there are few surprises. At other tiles, however, strugglebetween spheres

and/or within spheies develop, differentiation and Integration of subcoali-

Lions is negligible, and limited unity, thus predictability, surrounds'the

decision ing protessi In this context school :

iii

governance seems to be

relativel ilubctive with the consequence of being unable to respond
. ,

effectively to the changing demands of the.community.

Certainly,.trte complexities of school governance are enormous and also

extend far beyond the range of this Raper.- However,, trying to understand

Lasses of gOvernance and decision-making as a process taking place within an

arena of interacting spheres oCinfluence seems to be an encouraging approach

to a complex problem.
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FIG. I
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INTERACTING SPHERES .MODEL
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FIGURE 2

DECISION- MAKING CATEGORIES
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